CB Mic Keepers
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First engineered for SCUBA diving, the Gear Keeper is a rugged, retractable
gear attachment system, designed to utilize and protect gear in severe
environments with maximum break strength and durability.
The Gear Keeper is at the core of an extensive product line that boasts an impressive
array of benefits and features: a patented flushing system that clears sand and debris
from the unit, is salt-water proof, and will withstand high-temperature environments;
a patented Q/C Connector System that provides quick and easy connection/disconnection of gear.
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The RT3 series features 80# (36 Kg) break-strength and Nylon/Kevlar line.
The New RT4 series features 60# (27 Kg) break-strength, stainless steel nylon
coated cable or an optional high-tensile Spectra line. Both series Gear Keepers
have high-impact housings and are available in multiple spring forces and
mounting options for any gear you need to keep handy and can’t afford to lose.
The original CB Mic Keeper® revolutionized the mounting of a CB Mic in a truck by
eliminating the dangling found with bungie cords, hitting the driver in the head or
dropping on the dash. It makes your CB Mic much more convenient and easier to
use—Grab your Mic, Use it, Let it go.
The industrial strength CB Mic Keeper is built to withstand the daily abuse of truck
driving.
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The New RT4 series Standard CB Mic Keeper provides longer extension and
twice the spring life. Now, in the same small package size, you get extra reach and
durability.
The RT3 series Heavy Duty CB Mic Keeper provides the ultimate device for those
heavy duty users; higher retraction force, four times the spring life of the standard
version, longer extension to reach to the passenger compartment
along with a locking mechanism for extended talk periods.
If you are constantly on the CB, drive in very rough environments,
have a very heavy Mic or perform team driving, the Heavy-Duty
model is your best bet.
Both models come with a convenient D-ring for mounting the
Gear Keeper to any existing screw (i.e. headliner, visor, radio mount
or dome light). Additionally, the lanyard attachment drops the Mic
to a convenient hanging position.
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CB Mic Keeper®
Standard Model

Heavy Duty Locking Model

Compact unit preferred by 70% of users.
Adequate extension for most applications with easy retraction force

Higher retraction force; longer extension and higher spring cycle life
make this unit ideal for the heavy duty users, heavy mics, construction
vehicles or when extension to passenger compartment is required.

Heavy Duty Locking RT3-4112 ( 24,99)

NEW
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2X the Spring Life & Longer Extension!

NEW
2 Mounting Options:
Snap Clip—easily removable or
Large Clamp for shortened semi-permanent
mounting

Standard RT4-4112 ( 19,99)

9 oz. (255 gr) Retraction
28” (71 cm) Extension

Small Clamp
D-Ring

Snap Clip (Removable)

Large
Clamp

Large Clamp (Semi Permanent)
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Standard Chrome
RT2-4712 ( 21,99)

Heavy Duty Chrome
RT3-4712 ( 27,99)
12 oz. ( 340 gr ) Retraction

9 oz. (255 gr ) Retraction
23” (58 cm) Extension

Camo
RT2-4213

u DN &YUFOTJPO

Blue Flame
RT2-4214

( 21,99)

Red Flame
RT2-4215

( 21,99)

oz. (255 gr) Retraction
3” (58 cm) Extension

( 21,99)

oz. (255 gr) Retraction
” (58 cm) Extension

Stars & Stripes
RT2-4212

Carbon
Graphite
RT2-4216

z. (255 gr) Retractio
” (58 cm) Extension

Q/C
Q/ Accessories

( 21,99)

( 21,99)

z. (255 gr) Retraction
” (58 cm) Extension

Q/C-II Accessories
( 3,99)

9 oz. (255 gr) Retraction
23” (58 cm) Extension
AC0-0904
Standard CB Mic Lanyard
(Fits RT2/RT4 Series)

All prices are in Euro, exclusive VAT (Sales Tax)
Specifications, Features and Pricing may change without notice

European distributor AVERA B.V. THE NETHERLANDS - WWW.AVERA.EU

AC0-0914
Heavy Duty CB Mic Lanyard
(Fits RT3 Unit)

